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~/b ROBE:aT HICKS, Surgeon, for his invention of certain iml)roveraenta 
in Culinary 3pparatus. Sealed July 6,1831. 

The object of this invention is to roast meat by the heat emi t t ed  
from the flame of' ignited gas, that heat being confined under a coni -  
cal cover wlfich is placed as a screen above a circular burner, an,el 
the meat to be cooked is mounted upon a vertical spit in the centre o f  
a circle of gas flame. 

Tile annexed figure represents one of tk+z 
" lpparatus, the gas burner and the conical c o -  

~er being shown in sections. Several o f t h e ~  
~pparatus of diit'erent sizes are proposed t o  
be adapted to a table or a dresser m a k i t c h -  
en, and it is deemed most adviseable that t h e  
dresser should be placed within a recess, f o r  
the purpose of confining the heat, and that a 
pipe from a hood above should take off t h e  
steam~ and other vapour, into the k i tch~r t  
chimney or into the open air. 

A chain, a, is passed over a pulley abov-% 
fixed itx the ceiling, if convenienb from ox~e 
end o[ which chain the conical cap, or cov~r~ 

. . . . . . . . . . . .  b, is suspended, and at the other end of t~b_e 
chain a balance weigl~t is attached. 

A pipe, c, conducts the ordinary illuminating gas~ and fl'om t h e  
upper side of this pipe any desired number of branch pipes, as d, r m a y  
lead o|ll 

These branch pipes, furnished with stop cooks, are intended to p ~ t s s  
through a dresser nr table, as e, and above the dresser, the pipe ( i f -  
rides into arms, which conduct the gas to the annular burner~ f ' . f ,  
the burner having perforations cut round its outer rim. 

A rod, g, is placed perpendicularly in the centre of the burn ~r.~ 
upon which a joint of meat, intended to he roasted may be s p i t t ~ d .  
anti a basin, ~,r dish, h, is also mounted within the rinff to receive l h e  
dripping and gravy, which may be allowed to run oil"through a p i p e  
int .  a basin i. 

"When the meat to bc roasted has been thus spittetl, anti the gas i t x  
the circular burner lighted, the conical cap or cover is then let d o v e n t  
over the meat, as shown in the figure, which confines the heat of t h e  
ttame, and the reflection fi-om the inner surface of the cone roasts t h e  
meat in a very equal and perfect manner. 

In order to baste the meat without removing the cap or c o v e r ,  a 
perforated dish or colander, t., is made in the upper pa,'t of the co, n e ~ ,  
into which the fat, or mhev basting materials, may be introduced b,xr 
a broad funnel, f, extending on the outside of the cone; the d r i p p i n g .  
for basting being taken t)y ~t spoon from the basin, i, and poured i x i t o  
the funnel, l, as it may be required. 

The patentee says, in the conclusion of his specification, I e l a i l i - ~  
as my in~;entiun the improvements hereinbefore described, as a p p k i e c l  
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to culinary purposes, and such my invention being, to the best of my 
knowledgeand be|ief~ entirely new~ and never before used~ &c. 

[ Lond. Jour. 

To Ron~'aT HIcKs, Surgeon,for his having invented, or found out~ 
an economical apparatus or machine, to be applied in lhe process of 
baking, for the purpose of savb~g materials. SeMed June,6, 18S0. 
This invention is stated to consist in the combination of an overt 

for baking fermented dough into b,'ead, with a conducting pipe and 
refrigerator or condensor, which shall receive and condense the steam 
and atcoholic vapour emitted from tho bread while baking. ' [hereis  
no peculiar feature of" novelty in the form or construction of the oven~ 
excepting that it is proposed to be of iron, and to have an outlet at  
the toll for carryin~ off the steam and vapoor. It is particularly ex- 
pressed, that tl',e invention applies solely to the baking of fermented 
d.ugb, a~ld not to the baking of other kinds of dough, as biscuits and 
pastry, which have not been fermented. 

The construction of the oven proposed by the patentee, is shown 
in the annexed section, a a, is the brick-work forming the outer 
casing of the furnace and flues; b b, is a close box of iron, of an elip- 
tical shal)e , which is to constitute tile oven. This is supported by 
the edges of the bottom plate bearing upon the rim of brickwork c e. 

The fire is not to be placed within the oven, but in the furnace, d 9 
below, anti the oven is to be heated by the flame anti smoke passing up- 
wards from the furnace to tile under surface of the bottom plate, and 
through the apertures in the rim of brickwork, ¢, to the channel round 
and over the top of the oven~ from whence the smoke ultimately es- 
capes  by a chimney. 

_& shiehl, e, is suspended fi'om the bottom plate over the centre of 
the furnace, in order to prevent the heat of the fire acting with too 
great a degree of intensity in the middle of the oven. By means of 
this shiehl~ the heat is more equally distributed over the bottom of the 
o v e n .  

The bottom of the oven is covered with fire bricks, f f, and douglx, 
is introduced into tile oven, and removed from it when baked into 
bread, at the door g, which, when closed, is intended to be air tight 
at its joints. The steam alld vapour as it arises from the baking dough r 


